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Metal parts manufacturer S-Connect
uses unparalleled technology to bring its products to life
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You don’t have to look far to find our technologies.
They are right beside you – in your smartphone and
feature phone, your tablet PC and wearable devices.

Metal parts manufacturer S-Connect
uses unparalleled technology to bring
its products to life
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CORE METAL TECHNOLOGY Message from the CEO

S-Connect
aims to be steps
ahead of
a changing world
as it explores
the future and
proactively
engages in it

Message from the CEO
Since S-Connect began in July 2002, we have been able to contribute significantly
to advancing the mobile industry through our continuing development of new
technologies and improving the quality of our products. And our efforts to
meet and exceed customer expectations are unceasing. These commitments,
along with the passion that drives our employees and our sustained growth and
development, led to an incredible KRW 300 billion in annual sales for
5 consecutive years as of 2017.
Now, we want to move forward through innovation. We are using our extensive
knowledge and experience in mobile metal parts processing that has driven
the growth so far to venture into new areas to create a sustainable future. We
are a leading player offering the world new value through diversification of our
areas of interest and acquisition of competitive advantage through the further
development of lithium primary cells, surveillance sensors, and environmental
technology.
Moreover, we are committed to addressing and coping with the three major
changes occurring in the current landscape: Accelerating global competition,
changing and diversifying consumer needs, and fundamental changes to the
capital markets and industry. We look back to comprehensively analyze the past,
make improvements for today and determine the direction forward. We will not
be complacent. We are preparing for global market leadership – continuing to
learn and to lead worldwide generations to come.

Park Soon Kwan
CEO
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CORE METAL TECHNOLOGY Corporate History

S-Connect’s

Since the company began in 1998, we have focused on developing technology in this

11. 2011 Reached KRW 100 billion in annual sales

story is the story of

industry, making a mark for ourselves in history. Contributing to growth of the global

12. 2011 Trade award won during the 48th Trade Day

mobile industry through development of new technology and improvement of quality

the mobile metal
parts industry

has meant that the company has posted a whopping KRW 300 billion in annual sales
for 5 consecutive years as of 2017.
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01. 2012 Quality Award received from Samsung Electronics
03. 2012 Becomes a member of the SEC Subcontractor Conference S-Connect China in Dongguan established
Successful commercial launching of Yodoc
07. 2012 Named Venture of the Year 2012
08. 2012 Named Inno-Biz, technology-innovative company

Corporate History

10. 2012 Won the Prime Minister's Prize and the 14th Korea Design Award
12. 2012 Reached KRW 200 billion in annual sales Yodoc(SYD-A0710BK) - Certified as a Superior Product

06.1988 Samyoung Connect founded
03.2000 Manufacturing of mobile phone parts begun

by the Seoul Regional Public Procurement Service
07. 2013 Received the Q2 2013 Quality Award from Samsung
12. 2013 Reached KRW 300 billion in annual sales

07.2002 Incorporation
03. 2014 New Ansan plants completed / Office in Vietnam established
01.2003 Gwang-ju Plant completed
06.2004 Became a primary partner of Samsung Electronics
01.2006 Samyoung Connect China established in Tsingtao
10.2006 Received the Gold prize in Six Sigma Collaboration Task Innovation from SEC
11.2006 Bronze prize in Process Renovations from Samsung Electronics
03.2008 Anseong Plant completed
05.2009 Semics acquired
Samyoung Connect renamed to S-Connect
Offices established in Tianjin Municipality and Huizhou in Guangdong Province, China

04. 2014 Officially recognized as an enterprise of middle standing

12. 2014 Received Web Award Korea & Internet ECO Award
09. 2015 S-Connect Vietnam established in Bac Ninh City / KC Certificate acquired for Yodoc-m(Bluetooth model)
12. 2015 Won the King Sejong the Great Sharing Service Grand Prize of 2015 and Minister of National Defense Award
01. 2016 Grand Prize for Quality for subcontractors of Samsung Electronics won for Q4 2015
07. 2016 Awarded 2016 Internet ECO Award
10. 2016 Prizes won for innovation (including top prize) at the Environmental Safety Innovation Conference
12. 2016 Received the USD 100 million Export Tower Award at the 53rd Annual Trade Day on Dec. 5, 2016
07. 2017 Construction of Bac Giang City Plant in Vietnam completed
10. 2017 Construction of Jeongok Plant completed

06.2009 Listed on KOSDAQ

12. 2017 Recognition received from the City of Gwangju for contribution to senior welfare

08.2010 New business begun of manufacturing Yodoc, a medical device

04. 2018 Received Wireless Business Prize in Win-Win Partnership from Samsung

CORE METAL TECHNOLOGY

S-Connect

S-Connect technologies
go beyond national borders
and into the hands of people
around the world.
We are a behind-the-scenes force that drives the world.
S-Connect is at the heart of people’s daily lives.
With technologies that connect the globe, the device in your hand
can take you far beyond your home borders.
Invisible, core technologies bringing the world together.
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CORE METAL TECHNOLOGY Major Areas of Business
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Major Areas of Business
S-Connect leads the world through innovation in core technologies for mobile components.
We are globalizing a variety of these mobile parts in external and internal mobile metal components.
S-Connect is leading the world with quality products in the most innovative fields that will dominate the future,
such as primary cells and short-range surveillance systems.

Mobile

S-Connect excels in advancing core technologies in mobile components.
We are globalizing mobile components by producing parts for a variety
of IT products, including metal parts for mobile phones and parts for
tablet PCs, through the most productive manufacturing facilities and
capabilities.
We are rapidly becoming a leader in parts manufacturing for mobile
and IT products which include the Samsung Galaxy S, Galaxy Note,
Galaxy Tab, and GEAR, based on our expertise with metal processing
development and manufacturing, and will continue to produce exclusive
essential parts for mobile products through the most advanced
designs, technology, and production capability.

Innovative
Business

AriCell, lithium primary cells
Powerful, innovative lithium primary cells for the future
AriCell is the brand name for lithium primary cells developed exclusively
by S-Connect.
AriCell batteries are currently used throughout the industry in a wide
range of applications in AMR/AMI, RFID, medical equipment, military
equipment, and more. The superb competitive edge offered by these
cells comes from the stability and sustainability of our supply lines and
our unmatched quality.
Short-range surveillance systems
A leader in short-range surveillance and defense systems
S-Connect is currently in the process of implementing licensed production
of Blighter radars. The Blighter radar (B422) is presently used by the Korean
Army and Marine Corps for surveillance operations, The Blighter family of
radar products can be used to detect a wide variety of moving objects including:
crawling and walking persons, land vehicles, boats and low flying aircraft (including
UAVs). The radars use a microwave radio signal to scan areas of land or water
which can extend up to 32 km in range and up to a full 360° in azimuth.
The family of Blighter products and configurations allow cost effective solutions
to be selected for a variety of market areas including defence, national border
security, critical infrastructure protection and coastal security.

CORE METAL TECHNOLOGY S-Connect Products
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Galaxy S9 & S9+ (SM-G960 & SM-G965)
S-Connect components : ASS’Y CAM DECO, ASS’Y RCV DECO,

The most-advanced external metal components

FINGER SENSOR DECO, FINGER SENSOR PLATE, SENSOR BRACKET,
ASS’Y POW & VOL KEY BRACKET SEALING, ASS’Y EAR JACK PLATE,

S-Connect reduces costs through efficient and integrated management of the entire manufacturing

②

ASS’Y SMD RCV SUS, SMD SCREW PLATE, 4 SMD SUS PLATE,
8 SMD S/CAN, EJECT PIN

process - from design and development to reliability inspection, manufacturing, and delivery - based on
our advanced technological knowledge of external metal casing and related metal components.
As a result, we are increasing market share and posting record revenues year after year.

④

1

2

Galaxy A8(2018) & A8+(SM-A530 / SM-A730)
S-Connect components : ASS’Y CAM DECO, FINGER SENSOR DECO,
FINGER SENSOR PLATE, ASS’Y VOLUME KEY BRACKET SEALING,
6 SMD S/CAN, EJECT PIN

①

3

Galaxy Note8(SM-N950)

4

Smart Phone

S-Connect components : ASS’Y CAM DECO, RCV DECO,
FINGER SENSOR DECO, FINGER SENSOR PLATE, ASS’Y POW & VOL KEY
BRACKET SEALING, POW & VOL KEY FPCB BRACKET,
ASS’Y EAR JACK PLATE, SMD BOSS, 6 SMD S/CAN

S-Connect - the No.1 technology leader
in key smartphone components
Based on our extensive metal processing and manufacturing
expertise, we are rapidly becoming a global leader in

Galaxy On7 Prime(2018)(SM-G611)

manufacturing of key smartphone components.

S-Connect components : RCV DECO, HOME KEY DECO,

This has been greatly enhanced by our global manufacturing

HOME KEY PLATE, AL BRACKET, POW & VOL KEY BRACKET, EJECT PIN

network, based on R&D units that have been developing
technological competencies since S-Connect was established.
Our key smartphone components are unrivaled in quality and
include the most advanced designs, all enhanced by

③
Galaxy J5(2017) & J7(SM-J530 / SM-J730)
S-Connect components : RCV DECO, HOME KEY DECO,
HOME KEY PLATE, AL BRACKET, POW & VOL KEY BRACKET, EJECT PIN

our technologies and production capabilities.

① SENSOR DECO
Ultra-precision CNC machining is used to protect the fingerprint
sensor module and improve recognition rate.

② RCV DECO
Ultra-precision laser punching and punching and hole tolerance
technologies are used to produce dual stereo speakers.

③ SMD SHIELD CAN
Walls are welded to the shield to block electromagnetic waves,
reduce the mounting space needed for mother boards,
and ensure enough space for 2 chips.

④ CAMERA DECO
Ultra-precision CNC machining is used to minimize assembly gaps.
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S-Connect puts perfection in smartphones.
Key precision smartphone components are renewed by

7

8

S-Connect with added functions that are absolutely essential.

9

① ASSY SHIELD CAN OMH

② SHIELD CAN DRX1

③ SHIELD CAN TRCV

New materials for heat and radiation
shielding with an inner wall structure

The full drawing method
for shielding

A spray coating to prevent
current flows

⑦ ASSY SENSOR BRACKET
Use of nickel silver in sensor module support brackets
to reduce weight

⑧ FINGER PALTE

10

11

A full CNC-machined inner fingerprint module component

⑨ ASSY EAR JACK PLATE
Reinforcement of ear jacks using a thermal insulating coating

4
5

⑩ ASSY RCV SUS

④ ASSY CAM DECO
- Full CNC machining for fingerprint sensors and
single-piece(unibody) machined components

Welding assembly used to support RCV modules

12

13

- Flattening technique used to compensate for expanded
water-proofing flanges

Components reinforcing structurally
weak parts of PBA boards
⑪ SMD SUS PLATE 2

⑤ ASSY VOLKEY BRK SEALING
⑫ SMD SUS PLATE 1

Curing and rubber assembly processes used to make

6

users feel like they are pressing actual keys.

⑥ ASSY POWKEY BRACKET SEALING

⑬ SMD SCREW PLATE

14

15
⑭ SMD SUS REAR

Curling and rubber assembly processes used to make
users feel they are pressing actual keys.

⑮ SMD SUS PLATE 3

CORE METAL TECHNOLOGY S-Connect Products
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Galaxy Tab A2 (SM-T385)

Proactively meeting consumer demands through differentiated part manufacturing technologies

S-Connect components : ASS’Y REAR DECO, ASS’Y CAM DECO,
SMD S/C HB-RX

S-Connect is leading the industry through proactive engagement of our consumers with manufacturing technologies that
satisfy the market demands for larger tablet PCs and smaller, more compact wearable devices.

②

Creating new growth engines in metal processing through relentless development of technology
S-Connect is venturing onto new ground to create growth engines in applied products through relentless use of our exclusive
manufacturing experience and techniques in tablet PCs and wearables to develop the necessary technologies.
Gear S3 (SM-R765)

①

S-Connect components : ASS’Y SUS BRACKET, POGO SUS,

3

DECORATION SUS BTM, SMD S/C AP, SMD S/C RF, SMD MOTOR,
SMD UB CONN

1

Tablet
& Wearable

Gear Fit2 Pro (SM-R365)
S-Connect components : BUCKLE RING, BUCKLE PIN

2

Technology for smart life
Tablet PCs and wearables are becoming slimmer and smaller.
DOT Braille Watch

And the demand for precision-engineered components

S-Connect components : TOP COVER, BTM COVER,

continues to rise in a variety of applications.

ENCODER SWITCH, BUTTON

With its technological achievements, S-Connect is becoming
a leading metal processing manufacturer for tablet PCs
and wearables.

① CAMERA

DECO
Precision processing using aluminum materials and anodizing
to render a variety of colors

② SMD

SHIELD CAN
Stainless steel materials reliably shielding from electromagnetic
waves

③ ASS'Y

REAR DECO
Large back cover of a sheer 117mm X 186mm created through pressing a 7” aluminum back cover
Flattening of the surface with a roughness within 0.05mm to minimize gaps

③
SSD T5
S-Connect components : CASE BODY

when coming in contact with other surfaces.
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Automation Technology
Advancing through automation and an ultra-precision quality inspection system
S-Connect has improved accuracy and reliability of quality inspections over conventional manual inspections
through a system that uses ultra-precision inspection equipment. An automated manufacturing system
and improved productivity have helped us ensure greater competitiveness in manufacturing costs as well.
Identical systems are also currently in use at our overseas plants in Vietnam and China.

Precision
measurement &
packing machines

Precision performance parts that require strict quality control undergo precision measuring
after CNC machining to ensure product reliability. Our manufacturing processes are very stable
thanks to our expertise and experience with automated inspection machines.
Automation is applied throughout the process from measuring with optical inspection machines
to automated packing. Process automation in manufacturing existing and newly-developed
parts is an ongoing task at S-Connect, which results in improved, stable quality control.

SHIELD CAN
automated
inspection &
packing machines

Among S-Connect’s major product line-up is SMD SHIELD CAN, which blocks the various
noises and electromagnetic waves caused by so many moving parts inside a smartphone, and
is a key component that requires strict quality control.
SMD SHIELD CAN is manufactured through a complete automation system, as are all our
products. Everything from go/no-go configuration to flatness visual inspection and automated
reel pocket packing is done through a one-step automatic process.

HOME KEY PLATE INSPECTION &
PACKING MACHINE

FINGER DECO MEASURING MACHINE

RCV SUS HOLE FORM &
MEASUREMENT INSPECTION
MACHINE

SMD MEASUREMENT & FLATNESS
TESTER AND AUTOMATED PACKING
MACHINE

RCV SUS MEASUREMENT & FLATNESS
TESTER AND AUTOMATED PACKING
MACHINE

SMD REEL VISUAL INSPECTION
MACHINE

LOGO DEPTH MEASUREMENT

SHIELD CAN TAP INSPECTION
MACHINE

HOME KEY DECO INSPECTION &
PACKING MACHINE

SMD HIGH-SPEED FLATNESS TESTER
& AUTOMATED PACKING MACHINE

SMD VISUAL INSPECTION & PACKING
MACHINE

SMD SMALL ITEM VISUAL
INSPECTION AND PACKING MACHINE

CORE METAL TECHNOLOGY

S-Connect

S-Connect and its
technologies will be with you
during your most important
moments.
S-Connect continues to grow and will not remain complacent.
We are doing our utmost to create a sustainable world.
We are placing stepping stones for future generations to come with a fighting and
creative spirit. The values of our customers help us create greater innovations.
We are moving into a better future.
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CORE METAL TECHNOLOGY Global Network

Global Network
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Korea
Headquarters

Adress
: 30 Marudeul-gil 172-beon-gil, Opo-eup, Gwangju-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea
Founded in 1998
Main Business Contents : Metal components manufacturing, Lithium primary cells manufacturing and
development, Short-range radar distribution and maintenance, Fitness equipment manufacturing and
distribution

Extending our global reach to compete on the world stage.
S-Connect has laid the groundwork to go global by branching out into other countries.
As we increase our competitiveness on the global market, we will become Global S-Connect.

Ansan Office
Adress : 129 Mongnae-ro, Danwon-gu, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea

Founded
in 2002
7,224.00m² with 7,997.18m² of floor space
Main Business Contents : Anodizing, Dia-cutting, Laser marking, Polishing, Sanding, SMD inspection and packing,
Assembly
Korea - Gwangju
Ansan
Anseong
Hwaseong(jeongok)

Anseong Office

Adress
: 37 Chiljang-ro, Juksan-myeon, Anseong-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea
Founded in 2008
32,804m² with 20,037m² of floor space
Main Business Contents : Metal molding, Pressing, Polishing, CNC, Laser welding, Thermal compression, Sanding,
SMD inspection and packing, Assembly

Jeongok Office

Adress
: 33 Jeongoksandan 12-gil, Seosin-myeon, Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea
Founded in 2017
5,915m²
Main Business Contents : Lithium primary cells manufacturing and development, Short-range radar distribution
and maintenance, Fitness equipment manufacturing and distribution
China - Dongguan

Overseas
Vietnam Office
Vietnam - Bacninh
Bacgiang

Plant 1 - Adress

: Bac Ninh, Vietnam / Founded

in 2014 / 625m²
Plant 2 - Adress

: Bac Giang, Vietnam / F
 ounded in 2017 / 40,000 m²
Main Business Contents : Anodizing, Dia-cutting, Laser marking, Polishing, Sanding, SMD inspection and packing,
Assembly, Pressing, CNC, Laser welding, Thermal compression

China Office

Adress
: Guangdong Province, China
Founded in 2012
17,124m² with 14,608.34m² of floor space
Main Business Contents : Metal molding, Pressing, Metal logos, Anodizing, Cr plating, Polishing, Laser welding,
Thermal compression, Sanding, Laser marking, Dia-cutting, SMD inspection and packing, Assembly
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our employees. We will continue forward, working as one toward the same goals –
customer satisfaction, growth and transparent management.
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Extrusion + CNC

Duralumin

Aluminum extrusion combined with CNC machining

Aircraft material of the highest grade

to create a variety of designs

First-ever use in notebook computers

Aluminum in pipe form is strong and greatly resistant to external forces.

Duralumin, a strong, hard alloy exclusively used in aircraft,

This simple design using actual metal without visible joints is of unparalleled

has been used in notebook computer components, for the first

finesse. The technique was first used in the Samsung Wave mobile phone

time ever, in Samsung Series 9 products. Duralumin is a state-of-

series and then in the body casing of recent SSD T5 models.

the-art material twice as durable as aluminum and able to be made
stronger and lighter. However, this requires multiple, complicated

Financial Information

Net profit

365,629,927,258
19,445,173,124

11,044,544,543

17,631,250,569

2015

2016

2017

Financial Statement / Profit & Loss Statement

Sales

Laser Hole Pattern Processing

Anodizing

Ultra-precision patterned punching

Anodizing surface treatment and anti-crack molding

Exterior design and high-performance speakers are the result of laser hole

Anodizing is the most common surface treatment to increase

marking and ultra-precision punching of microholes, which are impossible with

hardness of the aluminum surface. While conventionally used after

conventional presses. For superb quality of microhole punching,

molding, S-Connect anodizes prior to the molding process,

precision hole size was controlled. The technique first appeared commercially

preventing cracks in the coating layers and overcoming molding

in the Galaxy S8 and is now common to a variety of models.

and design limitations.

14,080,476,816

Operating profit

334,554,748,385

Sales

stages of processing to perfect it for commercial use.

5,203,196,242

satisfaction

Our constant, stable growth has been a result of the dedication and devotion of

10,237,332,359

with customer

S-Connect works relentlessly to improve customer satisfaction.

307,564,792,656

Growing
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(KRW)

Mirror Polished

Shield can inner wall manufacturing

Accentuating the metal texture

Lower manufacturing costs with fewer components

Unlike the conventional method of polishing, which rounds out

The conventional process of manufacturing covers and frames

the edges, mirror polishing brings out the shine by maintaining

separately led to more components, which in turn resulted in

or flattening the surface. This technique accentuates the texture

higher costs for completed products.

of metals while narrowing the joining gaps between assembled

That’s why we have minimized the number of components by

2015

2016

2017

components. The technique first appeared commercially

welding compartment walls inside the shield can, which has gradually

307,564,792,656

334,554,748,385

365,629,927,258

in the Galaxy S3 in Korea and is now common in the vast

lowered the cost. First appearing commercially in the Galaxy S8,

majority of mobile phones, including the latest Galaxy S9+.

the technique is now common in various models.

Operating profit

10,237,332,359

17,631,250,569

19,445,173,124

Net profit

5,203,196,242

11,044,544,543

14,080,476,816

CORE METAL TECHNOLOGY Technological Improvement

Technological
Improvement
S-Connect technologies are right beside you in your everyday life.
S-Connect has been there all this time. We are with the world beyond borders, now going further to create
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CORE METAL TECHNOLOGY Intellectual Property

Leading
technology
creatively

Venturesome and creative, S-Connect has been developing its technological and
production capabilities, particularly focusing on competitiveness through innovative
new technologies. We are poised to be a leading metal manufacturer, and will continue
to venture into new worlds to make the future sustainable.
S-Connect technology is leading the world.

Intellectual Property

mobile technology that will be sustainable for generations to come. Our technology inside your mobile device
connects people, generations, and the world.

Major patents
Metallurgy  Manufacturing method of press products, minimizes the radius of curvature of edges
Method for marking character and figures on aluminum articles
Method for producing metal cladding of portable appliances, obtained by bonding moldings
of different material
Method for dual surface treatment of metal materials
Method for forming patterns on surface of metal base using laser
Colored laser marking method for metal surfaces
Method for manufacturing metal adhesion molding for electronic apparatuses
Method for manufacturing window module for LCD having metal molding and
the window module produced by the same
Decorative cover for camera lens and a manufacturing method for the same
Metal adhesive moulding method and the product made by the method
A method for preventing rusting of stainless steel after welding
Method for manufacturing jewel ornaments for cellphones and the ornaments
A method for preventing rusting of stainless steel after welding

Medical & Healthcare  Urinalysis Tester
A portable urine analysis system using 3G mobile communication technology
Mobile device for urine chemical analysis
Certificate of Good Manufacturing Practices of Medical Devices

Our diverse metal processing
technology patents
say a lot about our
technological standing.

Urine test module and method for quantitative numerical analysis

No innovative technologies are made overnight - we are
Major designs and trademarks
Metallurgy  Decorative cover for camera lens

profoundly aware that they only come to life after years of
trials and continued research and development.

Jewelry mounting for external decorations

That is why at S-Connect, we work to inspire based only on

EXTRA XO ORIENTAL

our own well-earned experience and expertise.

Medical & Healthcare  Monitors for Urinalysis Tester
Urinalysis Tester
Urine Analyzer

30 Marudeul-gil 172-beon-gil, Opo-eup, Gwangju-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea
TEL. 031-799-0700 / FAX. 031-799-0769
http://www.s-connect.co.kr

